ABSTRACT: The augmented block design is widely used in breeding programs, with non-replicated treatments generally being selection units, and replicated treatments being standard cultivars. Originally, an intrablock analysis (fixed model) was proposed. Although non-replicated treatments and/or blocks can be considered of random nature, mixed linear models could be used instead. This work evaluated such an approach, using computer simulation. Populations consisted of sets of randomly generated inbred lines. Molecular marker data were also simulated to allow the estimation of the genetic covariance matrix. Different conditions were considered, varying heritability and the coefficient b of Smith of soil heterogeneity. For each condition 100 simulations were performed, considering four linear models, varying respectively the nature of the effects of blocks and non-replicated treatments (fixed -F, or random -R): FF, FR, RF and RR. In relation to FF, the mixed models were more efficient under low to intermediate heritability and high b. Mixed models could improve inference in breeding programs using the augmented block design and the choice of the model should rely on the kind of selection. If this is truncated, the RF model should be preferred; if it is not, then the RR model would be more suitable. 
INTRODUCTION
The augmented designs were proposed by Federer (1956) as an alternative under low availability of genetic material for replication, and many treatments. They are a modification of straightforward designs, by adding treatments that appear only once in the experiment (herein designated simply as "treatments") to the set of replicated treatments ("checks"). Among the augmented designs, the augmented block design is perhaps the most used, and inference has traditionally been made by means of an intrablock analysis (considering treatment and block effects fixed).
In plant breeding, this approach may be unsuitable, for in many cases such design is used with treatments being selection units sampled from a population. Besides, recovery of information on treatments among blocks (interblock approach) can potentially improve the estimates, and this is achieved by regarding block effects as random. Genetic variances can be underestimated if the intrablock analysis is used in the augmented block design (Bearzoti, 1994) . Therefore, the theory of mixed models (Henderson, 1984) could be used to take into account the randomness of the effects of treatments and/or blocks (Robinson, 1991) . The effects of checks could be considered fixed in plant breeding, for they are generally standard released varieties.
The computational improvement that the past decade witnessed made the analysis of augmented Scientia Agricola, v.59, n.3, p.483-489, jul./set. 2002 designs straightforward. Scott & Milliken (1993) show an example of a SAS routine that yields the analysis of variance, hypothesis tests, intra and interblock estimation of treatment effects in augmented block designs. Boyle & Montgomery (1996) pointed out how intra and interblock approaches could be dealt using GLM and MIXED procedures of SAS software. Wolfinger et al. (1997) , using such procedures, show routines to recover interblock and intervariety information when the nature of block and variety effects are actually random. Duarte (2000) presents a detailed study on the augmented block design, highlighting statistical issues and its use in plant breeding, showing many SAS routines to different alternatives of analysis of such designs, including the modeling of spatial residual dependence.
If treatment effects are regarded as random, e.g. if they are sampled genetic materials, and if intergenotypic information is recovered, the predicted treatment means tend to show a decreased dispersion around the overall mean, in comparison to the dispersion of intrablock means. This trend is known as "shrinkage" effect, and reflects a more accurate distribution of genetic effects, if the assumption of randomness is correct (see, for instance, Duarte, 2000) . The accuracy on estimating such distribution could be further improved if the matrix of covariances among genetic effects was known. In plant breeding, if treatments are genetic materials, such matrix could be constructed (apart, perhaps, from a constant corresponding to the genetic variance) using relationship information from molecular data, which can account for genetic similarities among treatments. This can be considered a simple way of marker-assisted selection, and relatively low-cost and fast generating markers like RAPD (random amplified polymorphic DNA) could be used.
There are reports in the literature on the use of a mixed model approach to analyze data of augmented block designs (Duarte, 2000; Federer, 1998) , but its efficiency when covariances among treatments are not null and can be estimated has not yet been studied. Computer simulation is a powerful tool in such studies, for a wide range of conditions could be covered, in situations where an analytical approach has limitations.
This work aimed at the evaluation of the use of mixed model theory in augmented block designs, when treatments are selection units in a breeding program, and genetic covariances are estimated using molecular data.
MATERIAL AND METHODS
Augmented block designs were simulated using computational routines written with Delphi language, version 3. Treatments consisted of inbred lines of a fictitious diploid species with 200 independent genes controlling the trait of interest, and 100 marker loci were used to estimate the coefficients of genetic covariances among lines.
The frequency of the favorable allele in the population of lines of each gene was generated using a uniform distribution with parameters 0.2 and 0.8. A given line had a favorable allele with probability equal to the frequency of the corresponding gene. Genotypes regarding marker loci were simulated using the assumption that, for a given pair of lines, the number of marker loci with the same genotype had a binomial distribution with parameters r and s, where r was the number of markers (100) and s the genetic similarity in that pair of lines, considering the genes of the hypothetical trait. This assumption reflected basically the idea that similarities based on marker and trait loci are related.
The number n of lines were 50, 100 and 200. In each simulated condition, a different set of lines was used. The effects of each gene were generated as outcomes from an exponential distribution with parameter equal to 1, multiplied by -1 if the allele were not that favorable. Genotypic value of a given inbred line was calculated as the sum of the effects of all genes of that particular line. The variance among such genotypic values was the genetic variance across lines. Environmental variances were then obtained in such a way to yield heritability values (at the level of experimental plots) equal to 0.2, 0.5 and 0.8. This total environmental variance was partitioned into two components, associated to the variation within and among blocks, with magnitudes determined according to the value of the coefficient of soil heterogeneity of Smith (1938) , represented by b, as suggested by Bearzoti (1997) . Three values of b were evaluated: 0.1, 0.5 and 0.9.
The number of blocks was dependent on the number of lines, the former being 5% or 20% of the latter. Therefore, considering the 3 sample sizes (number of lines), the 3 values of the coefficient b, 2 amounts of blocks, and the 3 heritability values, 54 situations were analyzed. Each situation was simulated 100 times.
Every time a data set was generated, the following models were considered: 1) fixed effects of blocks and treatments (FF), corresponding to the intrablock analysis; 2) random block effects and fixed treatment effects (RF), corresponding to the analysis with recovery of interblock information; 3) fixed block effects and random treatment effects (FR), corresponding to the analysis with recovery of intergenotypic information; and 4) random effects of blocks and treatments (RR), recovering both interblock and intergenotypic information. The effects of the checks were always taken as fixed.
The alternatives RF, FR and RR had two variants, considering that the variance components were known, designated by RF(k), FR(k) and RR(k), and considering that they were not known. This allowed the accounting for the loss in precision due to the necessity of estimation of such components. In those situations where treatment effects were fixed, a parametric constraint was used, considering the sum of such effects equal to zero. In order to compare estimates (or predictions) of treatment effects, i θˆ to the corresponding genotypic values i θ i = 1,2, ..., n), the following statistics were calculated: mean square error (MSE); Spearman correlation, that reflects the accuracy on the ranking of lines, which is specially useful when selection is truncated; and "elite bias", defined as the bias in the estimation of the percentage of treatments superior to the best check. The magnitude of such bias is relevant when selection is based in relation to standard cultivated varieties (non-truncated selection).
When variance components were considered unknown, they were estimated using restricted maximum likelihood (REML) and the EM algorithm (Dempster et al., 1977) associated to the mixed model equations of Henderson (1984) . Convergence was considered to have been reached if, in a given iteration, the ratio(s) of the variance component of the factor (block or treatment) and residual variance component were different from that of the previous iteration in a magnitude no greater (in absolute value) than 10 -8 .
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The MSE values of the estimated genetic effects, for all 54 configurations, are presented in Table  1 . The RR(k) approach presented the smallest MSE values in 34 situations (53.1%). Most of the remaining 20 configurations were conditions of high heritability (h 2 = 0.8). Among all situations with h 2 = 0.8, only one presented the lowest MSE with RR(k) model, corresponding to n = 50 lines, b = 0.9 and number of blocks equal to 2. Three out of the 20 remaining configurations had h 2 = 0.5, b = 0.1 and number of blocks equal to 0.2n. In such cases, however, the most precise approach was RF(k), which also assumes known variance components.
For the 17 situations with h 2 = 0.8 and RR(k) approach not being the most precise, it can be seen that the MSE values of this model were more distant from the lowest MSE with b = 0.1, that is, when a higher fraction of environmental variance is due to the differences among blocks. Comparing, for example, situations 43 and 47 in Table 1 , which have similar conditions, except for the value of b (0.1 and 0.9, respectively), in the former the RR(k) model had an MSE about six times the smallest, while in the latter this MSE was only 1.18 times the smallest. A single case of b different from 0.1, in which the RR(k) MSE was relatively high, was that with h 2 = 0.8, n = 50, b = 0.9 and 10 blocks. In this configuration, the MSE of RR(k) was almost two times the smallest MSE.
The reasons why RR(k) did not show the smallest MSE, with high heritability, especially under relatively higher block effects, are not evident, since this approach theoretically yields the best linear unbiased predictions of random effects. However, when one estimates variance components, predictors are no longer linear nor unbiased. A possible reason of reduction in precision might have been that the genetic variance taken as the parametric value was that among the actual 50, 100 or 200 lines, instead of the true population variance, considering all infinite possible inbred lines. The conditions under lower residual variation (higher h 2 ) may have been more sensitive to this approximation. And, finally, even in the models where variance components were known, covariance coefficients were still unknown, and estimated via molecular information. So, it is not rigorously true that the RR(k) model should be the most precise ever.
The FR(k) approach had a trend very similar to that of RR(k), with regard MSE values, being less precise, in general. In 15 out of the 17 situations under high heritability, the RF(k) model had the smallest MSE. Therefore, there was a clear tendency of those approaches with known variance components to be most precise.
In an actual breeding program, variance components are generally (if not always) unknown, and so the comparison among FF, FR, RF and RR models is particularly relevant, especially to see whether the use of any mixed model (FR, RF or RR) shows any superiority to the intrablock analysis originally proposed by Federer (1956) .
Considering only those models with unknown variance components in Table 1 , the RR approach had the smallest MSE (higher precision) in most of the situations (53.7%), followed by RF (38.9%), similarly to the trends observed with the counterparts with known variance components. Again, most of the situations with RR not being the most precise model had high heritability (situations 37 to 54 of Table 1 ). However, in 4 of them heritability was equal to 0.5 and b was equal to 0.1 (situations 19, 25, 31 and 32) , similarly to what happened with those models with known variance components. These results suggest that under low residual variation (high h 2 and low b), prediction of treatment effects is less precise in models where such effects are random than those where they are fixed. There is, however, even in such circumstances, an increase in precision if interblock information is recovered.
The values of the Spearman correlation among predictions with the alternative models and the parametric genetic effects are listed in Table 2 . The rankings of the models considering random effects of blocks and treatments were expected to be the most accurate, since these effects were actually randomly generated. Indeed, the RR(k) approach had the highest Spearman correlation in 92.6% of the cases (50 situations), many of them even under high heritability. Therefore, these results suggest that, for truncated selection, if the variance components were known, the RR(k) approach would be the most suitable. Table 3 -Average values of "elite bias" across 100 simulations of augmented block designs with n = 50, 100 or 200 lines, heritability h 2 equal to 0.5, 0.5 or 0.8, coefficient of Smith b equal to 0.1, 0.5 or 0.9, and number of blocks given through 0.05n or 0.2n. Each column refers to a different model, varying the nature of the effect of blocks (1st letter) and of treatments (2nd letter): fixed (F) or random (R) Focusing only on the approaches with unknown variance components, the RF model was generally superior to the others, with regard Spearman correlation (Table 2) , having the highest values in 90.7% of the times (49 situations). In the remaining situations, the RF Spearman correlation was always close to the highest value observed (situations 20, 26, 38, 43 and 44) . These results suggest that, for a wide range of conditions, if selection is truncated, interblock information should be recovered, the precision being at least comparable to the intrablock analysis. However, taking the randomness of the inbred lines into account seems unjustified, as well as the generation of molecular data, if one has to estimate variance components with the augmented block design.
In order to evidence those situations where recovery of interblock information is more noticeable, especially with truncated selection, one could take only those situations in Table 2 where the value of Spearman correlation of RF model was at least (say) 0.02 superior to that of FF model. There were 18 such cases, almost all with b equal to 0.9. Two exceptions were observed, with b equal to 0.5 (situations 9 and 16 of Table 2 ). This agrees with the fact that recovery of interblock information is more relevant when differences among blocks are small (high b), as pointed out by Duarte (2000) .
If, however, in a breeding program, the selection is made in relation to a standard cultivated variety (nontruncated selection), then the "elite bias" is of particular interest (Table 3 ). Contrary to the trend observed with Spearman correlation, the RR(k) model was superior (smallest elite bias in absolute values) in a relatively low frequency (29.6%, or 31 situations). However, it must be noticed that such model showed an elite bias almost always quite close to the smallest observed. In the cases where this was not observed (situations 29, 32 and 35 of Table 3), the smallest value was observed with RR model, which is different from RR(k) only in the sense that variance components are estimated.
The RR approach presented the smallest elite bias (in absolute values) in most of the cases (85.2%). These results suggest that if selection is non-truncated, then recovery of both interblock and intergenotypic information is suitable, especially if genetic similarities are accounted for using molecular data. The efficiency of the recovery of intergenotypic information when selection is non-truncated is related to the shrinkage effect, typical to be observed with the random effects of mixed models, yielding a more accurate distribution of such effects, in relation to the ordinary least squares means (fixed model). Results in Tables 2 and 3 suggest that the choice of the model should be based on the type of selection that is to be practiced.
The superiority of RR model, in relation to elite bias, is more pronounced under intermediate to high values of b. For instance, confronting situations 2, 4 and 6 of Table 3 , under the same conditions but the value of b, equal to 0.1, 0.5 and 0.9, it can be seen that the difference of the RR elite bias from that of RF increases from 0.04, in situation 2, to 0.13 and 0.17 in situations 4 and 6. Similar comparisons can be made, for example, taking situations 8, 10 and 12. With high heritability, such differences tend to diminish, but the same trend is observed varying the value of b (see, for example, elite bias of situations 50, 52 and 54, of RR and RF models). Anyway, this suggests that with high precision (high heritability and low b), non-truncated selection would also be effective considering treatment effects as fixed. The FR model was considerably poorer (Table 3) , showing high (in absolute values) and negative elite biases, which would mean a high discard of elite lines.
The EM algorithm used in this study was extremely slow to converge, especially in the RR model, in which three variance components were to be estimated (residual, block and treatment). This suggests that this algorithm should be optimized to fit mixed models such as those of this study, or alternative numerical procedures should be investigated.
